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It is estu'nated that there were over IO million new cancer cases in 2000 54 million of them occurring
in the developing countries (Parkin et al, 2001). The marked geographical variation in cancer
occurrence results in differing therapeutic priorities: North America has more new cancer cases than
South-Central Asia, but there are more deaths from cancer in South-Central Asia, reflecting a different
pattern of cancer rather than differences in prognosis. Prediction of future trends is difficult, but the
impact of population increase and ageing will be significant, with an expected 63% increase in the
population of the less developed countries in 50 years.

Four sites of cancer are reviewed, looking at their present and possible ftiture importance in the
context of developing countries and their aetiology.

Breast cancer
Worldwide, cancer of the breast is by far the most cancer of women, with an estimated one million
new cases in the year 2000 - 22/6 of all new cancers in women. More than half the cases are in the
industrialised countries, and the disease is not yet as common in developing countries although
incidence is increasing. High rates are found in the south of South America, especially Uruguay and
Argentina, but incidence is low in most African and Asian populations.

Most of the geographical variation observed is due to differing environmental/lifestyi-, exposures.
Risk is related to elements of 'affluent' lifestyle, low fertility and overweight especially, and
mc'dence rises in women migrating to high risk areas. In sub-Saharan Africa, the cidence in white
women is much igher than in black Africans and risk is higher in the cities such as AbidJan (C6te
d1voire) and Harare (Zimbabwe) than less urban environments.

Increases in breast cancer incidence and mortality are observed for ahriost all countries where
adequate time series are available, and these are often more marked in younger generations of women
(Parkin, 1994). Increases of I% per year were reported between 1964 and 1985 in Bombay (Yeole et
al, 1990) 27% per year in Shanghai between 1972-1974 and 1992-93 (Jin et a, 999) and 36% per
year in Singapore between 1968 and 1992 (Seow et al, 1999). In badan, Nigeria incidence in 1998-99
was 24.7 per 100 000, compared with 13.7 in 1960-69.

Cervix cancer
Cancer of the cervix uteri is the second most common cancer among women worldwide, with an
estimated 468 000 new cases and 233 000 deaths in the year 2000. Arnost 80% of cases occur in
developing countries, where it is the most common cancer in women i many regions. The highest
incidence rates are found Latin America and the Caribbean, sub-Saharan Aica 22% of all cancers
in females) and South and South East sia.

Several studies have found that, while there have been clear declines i incidence and mortality in
populations with organised screening, there are increases occurring in young women in both
squarnous cell and adenocarcinomas. hese may be related to increased exposure to HPV and use of
oral contraceptives.

In the developing countries, rates of mortality and incidence have been relatively stable or show
modest declines. Screening programmes in Cuba (Femandez et a], 1996) and Costa Rica (Herrero et
al, 1992) seem to have had virtually o impact on cervical cancer incidence. There does appear to
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have been a dramatic decline in incidence in China, for example in Shanghai age-adjusted incidence
of cervical cancer fell from 26.7 per 100 000 to 25 between 1972-74 and 1993-94 (Jin et al, 1999).
Such a large decrease cannot be solely the result of screening activities, so there must have been a
genuine decrease in exposure to risk factors too. Considerable research into the feasibility of using
simpler screening methods in the developing countries, especially visual inspection following
application of dilute acetic acid and Lugol's iodine, is on-going.

Colo -rectal cancer
Large bowel cancer is predominant in 'affluent' societies, and most frequent in North America,
Western Europe, Australia/New Zealand and the southern part of South America. In 2000 colorectal
cancer was estimated to be the fourth most common cancer the world in both sexes, and the second
in developed countries, with an estimated 943 000 cases 9.4% of total cancers).

Temporal changes in countries with high rates have been relatively small, but greater increases have
been observed countries of low incidence. Incidence is low in Africa and Asia but migrant studies
show a rapid increase in colorectal cancer cidence when populations move from a low-risk area (e.g.
Japan) to a high-risk area (e.g. USA) Shimizu et al, 1987). In Israel, the age-standardized rates in
Jews bom in Europe or America 46.8 and 35.8) are substantially greater than in Jews bom in Africa
or Asia 27.3 and 23.0). The rates for colorectal cancer in blacks in the USA now exceed those in
whites in several areas.

The increases incidence in migrant populations point to an environmental causation, probably
related to dietary factors, with a possible link to exercise. In Affica, the very low incidence of cancer
of the colon and rectum 22% of the world cases in 2000) has frequently been related to the
characteristics of the Affican diet, with a high cereal and low animal protein consumption. It appears
from recent data that risk in the younger age-groups in Africa is approaching, and even at times
exceeding, that the US (Parkin et al, 2002).

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPQ is a rare malignancy in most parts of the world; age-standardized
incidence rates for people of either sex are generally less than I per I 0 000 persons per year (Parkin
et a], 1997), and it comprises only about 06% of new cancer cases worldwide. However incidence is
much higher in a few scattered regions such as the southern provinces of China (Guangdong, Guanxi,
Hunan and Fujian) (Li et al, 1979), and moderately raised populations from South East Asia
(Parkin et al, 1997) and North Aica, the Sudan and Saudi Arabia (Muir, 197 1; Cammoun et al, 1974;
Hidayatalla et al.; 1983; A-ldnissi, 1990).

The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is now generally accepted to be important the carcinogenesis of
NPC, but infection does not explain the very different geographical and ethnic patterns. Intake of
several preserved food products, such as Cantonese-style salted fish or hanissa in Tunisia, has been
found to be significantly associated with NPC.

Demography
Most developing regions have achieved major reductions in fertility rates in the last 30 years. The
exception is sub-Saharan Africa, where rates are still igh. The 'epidemiological transition' has
occurred, or is occurring, in many developing countrie s, with a shift from the infectious and parasitic
diseases to the chronic and degenerative diseases. Control of infectious disease and curtailment of
family size will result in an increase the proportions of the elderly, and it is estimated that by 2020
one of every six Thais is likely to be aged 60 or older (Kinsella, 1999). It is difficult to assess the
effect of the AIDS epidemic on dernography. In sub-Saharan Affica (accounting for almost two thirds
of all HIV-positive persons worldwide), it has been estimated that a total of 21 nuillion person years of
life have been lost to DS among women aged 25-64 (Yang et al, in preparation).
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